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Introduction
The Billc Limestone (new manuscript name) described in this report 
is a carbonate sequence located in the Bilk Creek Mountains at the south­
ernmost end of the Kings River Range (fig. 1), about 30 miles south of 
the town Denio in north-central Humboldt Coianty, Nevada. This study 
investigates the biostratigraphy and general paleoecology of about 2900 
feet of limestone of early to middle Permian (middle Wolfcampian to 
middle Leonardian) age. The limestone is interbedded with nodular chert 
and is considerably altered by faulting ana fracturing with associated 
epigenetic dolomitization. The fossil content is varied, and in this 
report stress is placed on fusulinid identification and their use as 
age indicators. They, as well as the carbonate patrology, yield impor­
tant information for studying the paleoenvironment. The fossil content 
and lithology are notably distinct from any previously described carbo­
nate of similar age in other areas.
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Fig. 1 Index map shoving location of field area in the Kings River
Range.
2
3
Fig. 2 Viev of field area from State Highway 8a.
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Previous Investigations
Roberts et al. (1958) first mention a late Paleozoic limestone 
succession near the Quinn River Crossing in the Kings River Range and 
suggest that this carbonate sequence may be a northern extension of the 
Antler Peak Limestone vhich is exposed in north-central Nevada about 60 
miles south of the Quinn River Crossing section. The Antler Peak Lime­
stone has a similar lithology and ranges in age from late Pennsylvanian 
to early Permian.
Willden (l96it) published a more extensive report on this limestone 
succession in a reconnaissance project encompassing the geology and mineral 
deposits of Humboldt County and referred to. it as the Unnamed Limestone.
He described the deposit as generally consisting of 1000 feet of medium- 
bedded to massive limestone with associated chert and fossil-rich beds.
From samples Willden had collected, a number of fossils were identified 
by U.S. Geological Svirvey specialists. Similar fossils were fomid in 
limestones of other localities, ranging in age from late Pennsylvanian 
to late Permian. Of the rugose corals a plerophyllid coral similar to 
one found in the middle to late Permian Edna Mountain Formation (in the 
Sonoma Range and Edna Mountain in Humboldt Coxinty) was identified. The 
bryozoans in the Quinn River Crossing section include some Rhomboporella 
which are fairly common in the Antler Peak Limestone (approximately 
Phosphoria age). The brachiopods also suggest an age equivalence to 
that of the Antler Peak Limestone. The foraminiferal specimens identi­
fied for Willden (l96i+, p. 3^) suggest that the Bilk Limestone may be 
about the same age as the Nosoni Formation (early Guadalupian) which lies 
stratigraphically above the McCloud Limestone in the Lake Shasta area of 
northern California. Foraminifera identified by L.G. Hcnbest consist of
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the folloving species:
"CliroacamTnina" sp.
CliEiacammina sp. (higenerinid-like)
Spandelinoides sp.
Parafusulina sellardsi (?) Dxmhar and Skinner 
Parafusulina rothi Dimhar and Skinner 
All of the fossils identified from Willden's collections come from one 
sample locality on the southern end of the Eilk Limestone exposure.
Skinner and Wilde (1966) identified thirteen species of fusulinids 
from the Kings River Range limestone sequence. Of these species twelve 
were considered new. The fusulinids they identified axe:
Genus Pseudofusulinella
P. rotunda Skinner and Wilde 
P. .leffordsi Skinner and Wilde, n. sp.
P. pusilla Skinner and Wilde, n. sp.
Genus Schwagerina
S^. munda Skinner and Wilde
§_• .1 affordsi Skinner and Wilde, n. sp.
Genus Eoparafusuljna
?.• concise Skinner and Wilde, n. sp. 
bellula Skinner and Wilde, n. sp.
Genus Chalaroschwagerina
C_. globular is Skinner and Wilde, n. sp.
decora Skinner and Wilde, n. sp.
C^. solita Skinner and Wilde, n. sp. 
formosa Skinner and Wilde, n. sp. 
ample Skinner and Wilde, n. sp.
C. eximia Skinner and Wilde,- n. sp.
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By comparing "these species "with those of" the McCloud Limestone in the 
Lake Shasta area of northern California, Skinner and Wilde (1965) proposed 
that the Quinn River Crossing section is lower Permian (middle to late 
Wolfcampian) in age and has some lithologic and paleontologic similarities 
to the middle to upper portion of the McCloud Limestone.
8
Geologic Setting
■ '1
Humboldt County is located along the northern boundary of the Basin 
and Range structural province. Clastic sedimentary rocks with associated 
carbonates and volcanic rocks ranging from Cambrian to Pennsylvanian age 
are confined to the southeast part of the county. Perm.ian rocks which 
include the Bilk Limestone, are more widespread geographically and more 
varied in sedimentary rock type. Mesozoic rocks are also widespread and 
include Triassic quartzites, Jurassic and Cretaceous granitic intrusives, 
and coarse clastic Cretaceous sediments. Tertiary acidic to basic vol- 
canics much of which are overlain by Quaternary alluvium are exposed 
throughout large parts of the county.
The regional structure is complicated by at least four periods of 
intense compressive deformation. The Antler Orogeny in late Devoniein or 
early Mississippian time deformed the lower Paleozoic rocks. They were 
again intensely deformed in the Permian Period with possible locally 
restricted deformation between early Mississippian and Permian. The 
area was intensely distorted by the Laramide Orogeny in late Cretaceous 
or early Tertiary times. Tertiary Basin and RAnge faulting and folding 
which are superim.posed on previously com.plex structure and discontinuous 
outcrop patterns makes regional correlations difficult.
The Kings River Range is one of the many north-south trending 
ranges typical of the Basin and Range structural province. The oldest 
rocks in the range include the Permian Bilk Formation (manuscript) dis­
cussed in this report. It is stratigraphically and conformably overlain 
by a late Permian and Triassic unit of sedimentary and volcanic rocks which
is overlain by the Triassic Quinn 
shale (Willden, I9CU). Ail three
River Formation consisting of silty 
units are in fault contact (fi.r. 3)
9
Fig. Geologic map of field area and immediate surroundings. 
Measiired stratigraphic sections shown with dots.
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Legend
Qya - Younger alluvium 
Qoa - Older alluvium 
Tu - Volcanic and sedimentary 
rocks, undivided 
Td - Rhyolitic and dacitic 
volcanic rocks
■Rqr - Quinn River Formation 
Wu - Volcanic and sedimentary 
rocks, undivided 
Ph - Happy Creek Group
PI “ Bilk Limestone
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vith the Permian Happy Creek Group volcanics which are basic eind andesitic 
in composition (Willden, I96I+). The thrust fault contact can be seen at 
the northern end of the Bilk Limestone exposure described in this report. 
The principal rock types exposed in the Kings River Range are Tertiary 
volcanics varying in composition from rhyolitic-dacitic to andesitic- 
basaltic.
To the east of the Bilk Limestone are rhyolitic and dacitic flows 
which dip gently to the east and whose contact with the carbonate sequence 
is covered by alluvium. To the west is the Black Rock Desert with a 
young alluvial cover around the base of the ridges, consisting of playa 
and stream deposits and unconsolidated pebbles and gravels which show 
evidence of pluvial shorelines along the edges of Pleistocene Lake 
Lahontan.
Among the outcrops in the immediate vicinity, the Bilk Limestone is 
unique in lithology and age. A limestone is exposed on the east side of 
the Pine Forest Range 30 miles to the west and another is exposed on the 
west side of the Jackson Mountains 22 miles to the southwest. Both lime­
stones lie above the Permian Happy Creek Group and ane Triassic to Jurassic 
in age. The Antler Peak Limestone and Edna Mountain Formation of late 
Pennsylvanian to early Permian age with which the Bilk Limestone has been 
compared crop out in east-central and south-eastern Humboldt County and 
are commonly parts of autochthonous plates of thrust faults.
12
structure
The most dominant structural feature is the thrust fault exposed 
along the north side of the Bilk Limestone exposures and to which much 
of the alteration of the limestone can be attributed. The limestone is 
at the base of the allochthonous plate and has been thrust over the Upper 
Permian Happy Creek Group which consists mainly of andesitic to basic 
volcanics. The fault contact can be readily identified from a distance 
by its brown oxidized color (fig. ^t). The fault zone contains highly 
brecciated and silicified fragments of volcanics and limestones. The dif­
ference in dip between the fault plane and limestone beds ranges from TO 
to 90°. The fault plane lies at a shallow depth beneath the limestone. 
This was concluded from the observation that the overlying rock was ex­
tremely fractured and recrystallized and from the exposure of highly 
mineralized and brecciated limestone in a shallow prospect pit foxmd near 
the middle of the field area. The limestone strike and dip is relatively 
vmiform; strike ranges from N.28°E. to N30°E. and dip ranges from TO
to 90°.
The features in the limestone sequence range from fine cracks with 
recrystallized white calcite (fig. 5) to large brecciated zones easily 
visible from a distance and contain coarse recrystallized white calcite 
and large angular pieces of limestone. These large brecciated zones often 
control the drainage pattern across the outcrop because of their weaker 
resistance to weathering, and many are surro\inded by zones of brown 
epigenetic dolomite (fig. 6), particularly in the southern part of the 
area.
Because of the large areas of soil cover, fracture zones were often 
inferred from the yollov-brovn color of the unconsolidated material.
13
Fig. U Brovn oxidized thrust faxilt zone between Happy Creek Group 
below and Bilk Limestone above at the north end of field 
area.
lit
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Fig. Fractured limestone with white calcite veins and veinlets 
typical of field area exposures.
l6
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Fig. 6 Calcite filled fracture zone with slight fault displacement.
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The general lack of marker beds and distinct lithologic variations in 
exposures made it impossible to determine how much, if any, stratigraphic 
offset occurred at the zones of alteration.
20
stratigraphy and Petrography
The thick carbonate sequence predominantly consists of medium to 
massive bedded limestone (fig. 7), except where replaced by epigenetic 
dolomite, and interbedded thin lenses, nodules, and stringers of chert.
The limestone and chert are fairly uniformly distributed throughout the 
entire section, although there seems to be a slightly smaller concentra­
tion of chert in the coarse calcarenite. The entire section is affected 
by fracturing with calcite recrystallization within the fractures.
The limestone varies from coarse calcarenite (fig. 8) to fine 
calcilutite (fig. 9). The calcarenite is sparry and contains a wide 
variety of allochems (figs. 10,11) (intraclasts, fossils, and pellets) 
ranging from 0.62 to 1.7 nm in size. The intraclasts are fragments of 
previously deposited sediment which subsequently was eroded from the 
surrounding sea floor in an unconsolidated state and redeposited. The 
fossils are largely crinoid stems and fusulinids, and more sporadically 
bryozoans, rugose corals, ostracods, and brachiopods in the lower por­
tion of the section, and brachiopods, gastropods, ostracods, and non- 
fusulinid foraminifera in the upper portion. The intraclasts and fossils 
show abrasion and fossil fragments eire common in the calcarenites.
The calcilutite consists of microcrystalline csdcite with the 
calcite grains less than 0.62 mm in size, and commonly has a fetid odor 
when chipped. It is essentially \infossiliferous with the exception of 
thin and widely dispersed fossiliferous zones not more than one foot 
thick. The fossils found in the calcilutite are predominantly fusulinids 
but also include rugose corals and bryozoans (fig. 12). They lack signifi­
cant abrasion and fragmentation typical of the coarse calcarenites. The 
fusulinids are oriented parallel to bedding planes and gene'rally show
21
Fig.
1
View of medivim bedded limestone at south end of field area 
(location of Section I).
22

Fig. 8 Coarse calcarenite with crinoid and intraclast allochems (XIO).
2h

Fig. 9 Calcilutite with fusulinid allochems (XIO).
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Fig. 10 Calcarenite with veil rounded crinoid and intraclast allo- 
chems (XIO).
28

Fig. 11 Pelletiferous microsparite showing current reworking by- 
parallel orientation of pellets (XIO).
30
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Fig. 12 Fossiliferous calcilutite (XIO).

deformation of the internal structures. The rugose corals surrounded 
by microcrystalline calcite occur in the single marker bed in the section.
The chert generally occurs as dark brovn nodules and stringers 
(fis* 13)• They are parallel to the bedding, and since the limestone is 
massive they are good indicators of the attitude of the outcrop. The 
nodules range from globules a few inches in length to lenses over 20 feet 
in length and range in thickness from less than one inch to over six 
inches. In some places the chert lenses are close together with less 
than eight inches stratigraphically between them and in other places 
more widely separated.
Various lines of evidence suggest that the chert is secondary in 
origin. Chert nodules are foimd interconnected from one stratigraphic 
bed to another by cross-cutting the limestone. This relationship would 
require the limestone to have lithified, and then by fracturing allow the 
siliceous fluids to pass through and parallel to bedding at different 
stratigraphic levels. Where laminations can be seen in the limestone, 
they abut against the nodules rather than passing above or below them, 
thus suggesting that the chert must have replaced the carbonate formed 
after the limestone was deposited. In some instances petrographic evi­
dence showed that fossils were partially replaced and destroyed by the 
silica (fig. lU).
Dolomite is generally associated with the large fracture zones, 
and it gives the weathered outcrop a brown color from the oxidation of 
iron. Minute amounts of Fe'*’^ replace Mg+2 in the crystal structure of 
dolomite. These brown zones show a gradation from a rust brown color 
adjacent to the fractiires to a gray to black color of the unaltered lime­
stone away from the fractures. This type of dolomitization has previously
3k
Fig. 13 Interbedded limestone and nodules and stringers of darker 
chert typical of field area section. White material in 
center of photograph is due to the erosive effect of an 
ephemeral stream.
35
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Fig. lU Chert (gray) partially replacing a fusulinid in limestone 
(XIO).
37
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been described from several other localities, such as the Goodsprings 
Quadrangle, Nevada (Hevett, 1931). The dolomitization occurs as a result 
of magnesium-rich solutions ascending or descending along faults, fissures, 
and joint cracks. Because of this alteration, depositional structures 
and fossils are commonly destroyed, and in extreme cases the dolomite 
forms its ovn complete crystalline fabric. The origin of the magnesitun- 
rich solutions is questionable, but may, because of the extreme compres- 
sionaJ. forces during thrust faulting, come from filter pressing of the 
overlying argillaceous sediments which would release Mg'*’^ ions as theorized 
by Kahle (1965) in considering some of the possible roles of clay minerals 
in the formation of dolomite. In petrographic thin section the dolomite 
occxirs as small rhombohedrons surrounded by calcite. Dolomitization des­
troyed all sedimentary structures and fossils leaving only fossil ghosts 
8LS evidence of their presence. The doloinite was observed to be mottled 
in some places (fig. 15).
Recrystallization is common throughout the entire outcrop, both in 
the form of calcite veins filling fractures and destruction of original 
textures to form coarser textures. Petrographic evidence shows that cal­
cite veins contain clear interlocking anhedral crystals (fig. I6). The 
calcite crystals have grown either parallel or perpendicxilar to the vein 
direction. There are various systems of fractures signifying several 
separate periods of stress readily identified by cross-cutting of some 
veinlets by others. Patches of coarser grained anhedral calcite in micro­
crystalline calcite and microsparite indicates that the finer grained 
calcite has recrystallized into larger calcite crystals. Occasional 
instances of intraclasts floating in sparry calcite have been observed 
in thin section (fig. 17). The intraclasts must have been surrounded by
39
Fig. 15 Mottled light gray dolomite with dark gray limestone.
UO
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Fig. l6 Coarse anhedral calcite filling fractures and veinlets (XIO).
k2

Fig. 17 Allochems floating in recrystallized calcite (XIO).
h3
a matrix of microcrystalline calcite or microsparite to allov them to he 
supported and separated in the \inlithified state. Subsequent recrystalli­
zation of the fine grained calcite then formed the coarse sparry calcite. 
Recrystallization of the limestone left only fossil ghosts as evidence of 
their presence in several samples studied in thin section (fig. l8).
46
Fig. 18 Fossil ghosts (light gray) showing evidence of recrystal­
lization (xio).
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Paleoecology
The fossil content and carbonate textures suggest that the Bilk Lime­
stone represents a nearshore facies in an area of fluctuating sea level and 
varying current energy allowing (l) the reworking of some sediments at lower 
sea levels under the influence-of strong currents, and (2) precipitation of 
microcrystalline ooze with no allochems at higher sea levels and lack of 
persistent strong currents. Many of the fossils found in the Bilk Limestone 
(fusulinids, crinoids, bryozoans, rixgose corals, nonfusulinid foraminifera, 
brachiopods, ostracods, and gastropods) are organisms that lived in shallow 
waters.
The sparry calcarenites which make up about 35^ of the limestone 
section represent vigorous wave action and strong currents in very shallow 
waters. These high energy indices account for the lack of micritic material 
between the allochems. Hydraiilic action is also responsible for the abra­
sion and rounding of the allochems observed in thin section (figs. 8 and 
lO) and for the common occurrence of fossil fragments in the calcarenites.
The micritic calcilutites which make up most of the limestone section 
were also formed in shallow waters but at greater depths than the calcare- 
nites. In the calcilutite environment there was steady accumulation of 
microcrystalline calcite unaffected by vigorous and persistent currents 
and wave action. Calcilutite zones are characterized by dark gray to black 
limestone and a general absence of fossils. Fossils found within the 
micrite are restricted to narrow densely pop\ilated beds not more than one 
foot thick. They are current laid beds, as shown by the elongate fusiilinids 
oriented parallel to bedding. Folk (1959) suggests that microcrystalline 
calcite may form in high energy environments having locally sheltered 
areas. This situation would not fit with the evidence found in the calcilu-
tite beds in the field area studied in this report since invertebrate 
organisms would still proliferate in these local shallow water environments 
and would leave a continuous fossil record in them.
Although the outcrop pattern of the Bilk Limestone does not represent 
a three dimensional carbonate epeiric sea model because it lacks a continu­
ous lateral component, some analogies can be drawn with Recent carbonate 
shelf environments such as the Bahama Banks (Selley, 19T0). Coarse calcare- 
nites with abraded and fragmented allochems similar to those in the Bilk 
Limestone are fo'und nearshore and above wave base in the Bahamas where 
strong currents and vigorous wave action persist. Below wave base in 
relatively quiet water, calcilutite presently forms on the Bahama carbonate 
shelf. Organisms found below wave base in the Bahamas show no fragmenta­
tion and similarly fossils in calcilutites in the Bilk Limestone also 
show no fragmentation. Thus, if sea level were to fluctuate along the 
Bahama carbonate shelf, alternating calcarenites and calcilutites would be 
observed in a vertical sequence. The alternation of these different lime­
stone lithologies in the Bilk Limestone section may be attributed to 
various times of marine transgression and regression. These transgressions 
and regressions were common during the Permian and resxilted in relative 
fluctuations of higher and lower energy environments (raised aind lowered 
wave base) respectively in the same geographic position.
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Genus PSEUDOFUSULINELLA Thompson, 1951
Pseudofusulinella rotunda Skinner and Wilde 
PI. 1, fig. 1-5.
Pseudofusulinella rotunda Skinner and Wilde,.I965, Univ. Kansas
Paleont. Contrib. , Protozoa, Art. 6, p. 36, pi. 36,'fig. i*-8.
Pseudofusulinella rotimda Skinner and Wilde, I966, Univ. Kansas
Paleont. Contrib., paper It, p. It, pi. 1, fig. J-ll.
Material studied:-- Fourteen specimens from sample IT-7» two from 
sample 111-2(2), fifteen from sample IV-10, and two from sample IV-12(2).
Description:— Shells are small, have slightly inflated fusiform 
shape in the outer volutions and more elongate in the,inner volutions, 
and have fairly sharply to bluntly pointed poles. From measurement of 
five individuals, mature specimens have 8 to 9 volutions with half lengths 
ranging from 2.12 to 2.^t9 mm and radius vectors ranging from 1.25 to 1.30 
mm in the 8th volution.
Spirotheca consists of tectum and diaphanotheca and has a thickness 
ranging from 50 to 10/uL in the 7th volution. Septa are gently wavy to 
planar across the middle of the specimens and more folded toward the poles. 
Septal count is 9 to 10 septa in the 1st whorl, 1^+ to 15 in the 2nd, 15 
in the 3rd, 19 in the 4th, 25 in the 5th, and 27 in the 6th.
Prolocvili are small, having outside diameters from 90 to 16Q<4.
Tunnels are very narrow, about half as high as the chambers. Tunnel widths
Systematic Paleontology
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range from 0.35 to O.Ul mm in the 6th volution. Chomata are massive 
and reach the tops of many chambers; they slope away from the timnels on 
the top surface to meet the chamber floors tangentially.
Discussion:— Pseudofusulinella rotunda was described by Skinner 
and Wilde (1965) from the McCloud Limestone of northern California, and they 
also identified this species throughout the upper half of their Quinn 
River Crossing section. The specimens described in this report resemble 
theirs so closely in every respect that no species separation is justified. 
P. jeffordsi Skinner and Wilde (1966) also from the Quinn River Crossing 
section is similar in number of volutions and septal co\int, but differs 
in having concave lateral slopes, a more elongate form and thus greater 
half length and form ratio, larger proloculus, and lower chomata.
P. pusilla Skinner eind Wilde (1966) is much smailler and with sharply 
pointed poles, has fewer volutions, larger form ratio, lower septal 
count, and thinner walls, but is similar in tunnel width and proloculus 
diameter.
The larger size and inflated fusiform shape distinguishes Pseudo- 
fusulininella rotunda from many McCloud Lim.estone species of the same 
genus. moorei Skinner and Wilde (1965) is similar in form, wall 
thickness, septal, count, tunnel width, and height of the chomata, but 
differs in its slightly smaller size, fewer volutions, and more strongly 
folded septa. P. dunbari Skinner and Wilde (1965) is similar in form ratio, 
size, septal count, wall thickness, and tunnel width, but differs in hav­
ing strongly fluted septa throughout the shell, larger proloculus, and 
lower chomata. P. pinguis Skinner and Wilde (1965) is similar in form, 
pointed poles, wall thickness, septal count, and tunnel width, but differs 
in having a larger prolociilus and less massive asymmetrical chomata.
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P. venusta Skinner and Wilde (19^5) das the same shape, tunnel width, and
chomata height, but has more intense septal folding. P. sera Skinner and 
Wilde (1965) is less inflated, larger in size, and with lower chomata, but 
is similar in tunnel width, planar septa across the middle of the shells, 
and septal count.
Occurrence:— This species is abundant in the middle of Section II 
in sample II-T and slightly above the middle of Section IV in sample IV-10, 
but less common in sample IV-12(2) and just above the base of Section III 
in sample 111-2(2).
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Pseudofusulinella .leffordsi Skinner and Wilde
PI. 1, fig. 6-12.
Pseudofusulinella jeffordsi Skinner and Wilde, 1966, Univ. Kansas
Paleont. Contrib. , paper 1+, p. !♦, pi. 1, fig. 12-16.
Material studied:— Five specimens from seimple 111-2(2), five from 
sample III-8, and one from sample IV-5(2).
Description:— Shells are small and uniformly fusiform in all volu­
tions. Lateral slopes of most volutions are slightly concave. Six mea­
sured adult specimens have 7^/2 volutions and half lengths ranging from 
2.27 to 2.1*2 mm and radius vectors ranging from 1.03 to 1.21 mm at the 
7th volution.
Spirotheca consists of tectxmi and diaphanotheca and has a thick­
ness ranging from 60 to 70^ in the 7th volution. Septa are planar to 
gently wavy across the middle portion of the shell and strongly folded 
near the poles. Septal counts are 8 to 9 septa in the 1st whorl, 11 to 
12 in the 2nd, 12 to 13 in the 3rd, l6 in the 1+th, 20 in the 5th, and 
28 in the 6th. Setpa are about two-thirds the height of the chambers.
Proloculi are small with outside diameters from 1.35 to 1.90/t. 
Tiinnels are narrow and about half the chamber heights. Tunnel widths 
range from 0.30 to 0.1+1 mm in the 7th volution. Chomata are massive and 
often slightly overhanging adjacent to the tunnels. Chomata are blocky 
and two-thirds the full height of the chambers.
Discussion:— Pseudofusulinella jeffordsi was described by Skinner 
and Wilde from near the top of the lower half of their Quinn River Cross­
ing section. The specimens in this report resemble their species so 
closely that no species separation is justified. rotunda Skinner
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and Wilde {1965) is similar in volution and septal count, wall thickness, 
and tunnel width, but differs in its larger size, form ratio, and pro­
loculus, and stronger septal folding. pusilia Skinner and Wilde (1966) 
is much smaller in size, has thinner walls, lower septal count, and smaller 
proloculus. Neither P. pusilla nor P. rotunda have chomata which overhang 
the tunnel.
The elongate shells and sharply pointed poles separate Pseudofusuli- 
nella .1 effordsi from most of the species of this genus described from the 
McCloud Limestone of northern California. P. splendens Skinner and Wilde 
(1965) has a similar form, sharply pointed poles, volution and septal 
count, and proloculus diameter, but differs in having strongly folded 
septa throughout the entire shell, larger tunnel widths, and narrower 
chomata. P. biconica Skinner and Wilde (1965) is slightly smaller in 
size and form ratio, has narrower chomata, and more intensely folded septa, 
but is very similar in fomn, number of volutions, and tunnel width.
P. parvula Skinner and Wilde (I965) is similar in form but much smaller 
in size, has fewer volutions, and narrower chomata. P. thompsoni Skinner 
and Wilde (I965) is larger, has fewer volutions, and narrower and lower 
chomata, but is similar in shape, wall thickness, and septal folding and 
count. P. occidentalis (Thompson and Wheeler, 19^6) is similar in form 
and chomata height but much smaller in other features. P. dunbari Skinner 
and Wilde (I965) is smaller, lacks concave slopes, and has thicker walls, 
but is similar in overall form and septal folding. decora Skinner 
and Wilde (1965) is very similar and differs only in a slightly smaller 
average size, blunter poles, and smaller proloculus. P. alta Skinner 
and Wilde (1965) is similar but differs in being smaller, having more 
intense septal folding throughout the entire shell, and lower chomata.
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Occurrence:— This species is found near the hase of Section III in 
sample 111-2(2), from the middle of the upper half of that section in 
sample III-8, and near the top of the bottom half of Section IV in sample 
IV-5(2).
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PI. 1, fig. 13-16.
Pseudofus\ilinella pusilla Skinner and Wilde, I966, Univ. Kansas
Paleont. Contrili., paper 4, p. 6, pi. 1, fig. 12-16.
Material studied:— Five specimens from sample 11-3(3) and five 
from sample II-i^(l).
Description:— Shells are small, fusiform, and have pointed poles. 
Lateral slopes are straight in the first four volutions hut become more 
apparently concave with additional, volutions. Four measured mature speci 
mens have T to 7^/2 volutions with half lengths ranging from 1.21 to 1.51 
mm and radius vectors ranging from O.7O to O.9O mm in the 7th volution. 
Form ratio ranges from 2.00 in the first volutions to 1.1+1 in the outer­
most volution. •
Spirotheca consists of tecttim and diaphanotheca measuring from 1+5 
to 75/^in thickness in the 6th volution. Septal fluting is planar to 
gently wavy across the middle of the shell and more intensely folded 
towards the poles. Septal co+ints are 7 to 9 septa in the 1st whorl, 10 
to II+ in the 2nd, 12 to 17 in the 3rd, and 17 to 2l+ in the 1+th.
Proloculi are very small with outside diameters from 90 to 100/*. 
T+innels are narrow and reach one-half to two-thirds the height of the 
chambers; tunnel widths in the 6th volution range from 0.I6 to 0.I8 mm. 
Chomata are narrow, blocky, and about two-thirds the chamber heights.
Discussion:— Pseudofusulinella pusilla was described by Skinner 
and Wilde (1966) from near the base of their Quinn River Crossing section 
The species studied in this report resemble their description so closely 
that no species separation is justified. P. rotunda Skinner and Wilde 
(1960) and P. jeffordsi Skinner and Wilde (1966) are much larger in size.
Pseudofusulinella pusilla Skinner and Wilde
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have higher volution and septal counts, more massive chomata, and thicker 
vails. P. Jeffordsi commonly has overhanging chomata adjacent to the 
tunnels.
The small size, concave lateral slopes, and sharply pointed poles 
separate Pseudofusulinella pusilla from many species of the same genus 
described by Skinner and Wilde from the McCloud Limestone of northern 
California. P. nitida Skinner and Wilde (19^5) is similar in size, shape, 
form ratio, and volution and septal count, but has thinner vails, more 
intense septal folding, broader and overhanging chomata, and smaller 
proloc\xlus. P. simplex Skinner and Wilde (1965) is similar in form and 
volution count, but is Isnrger, has thicker vails, higher septal count, 
and stronger folded septa throughout the entire shell. P. occidentalis 
(Thompson and Wheeler, 19^6) is similar in size, form ratio, vail thick­
ness, and septal count and folding, but has a smaller proloculus and more 
massive chomata. P. munda Skinner and Wilde (1965) is similar in form, 
but is larger and more massive in all other respects.
Occurrence:— Specimens vere found from 100 to 200 feet above the 
base of Section II in samples 11-3(3) and Il-i^(l).
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Genus EOPARAFUSULUIA Coogan, I96O
Eoparafusulina bellula Skinner and Wilde 
PI. 1, fig. 17-21.
Eoparafusulina bellula Skinner and Wilde, I966, Univ. Kansas
Paleont. Contrib., paper It, p. 7-8, pi. It, fig. I-7.
Material studied:— Tventy-one specimens from sample II-8(l), nine 
from sample 11-8(2), three from sample 111-2(2), and five from sample 
111-5(2).
Description:— Shells are small, the first four volutions are fusi­
form, and the outer volutions are more cylindrical. From five individuals 
studied, mature specimens have bliontly pointed poles. Adult specimens 
have 6 to 7 volutions and half lengths ranging from l.ltO to 1.8Jt mm and 
radius vectors ranging from O.6I to O.9O mm in the 6th volution. Lateral 
slopes are either straight or gently concave above the txmnels in the 6th 
and 7th volutions, but are more fusiform with convex slopes in the inner 
volutions.
Spirotheca consists of tectim and coarse alveolar keriotheca, and 
is 70 to 80^ thick in the 5th volution. There are 5 to 6 alveoli per 
0.1 mm in the keriotheca of the 6th volution. Septa are regularly and 
strongly fluted from pole to pole. Septal coimts are 7 to 8 septa in the 
1st whorl, 10 to 11 in the 2nd, 13 to II+ in the 3rd, and I6 to 17 in the 
l*th. Septal folds are from one-third to one-half the height of the cham­
bers, decreasing in relative height with additional volutions.
Proloculi are very small with outside diameters which range from 
70 to 80/i. Tunnels are wide but difficult to measure with the specimens 
studied. Tunnel widths range from approximately 1.2C to 1.35 mm in the
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15th volution. Pseudochomata are weak and present only on the first four 
volutions.
Discussion:—- Eorarafusulina bellula was described by Skinner and 
Wilde (1966) from near the base of their Quinn River Crossing section. It 
was distinguished from E. concisa Skinner and Wilde (1966) by its slightly 
larger size and larger proloculus. The distinction is not obvious and 
for the purpose of this report no separation will be attempted. Eopara- 
fusulina sp. A Thomas (manuscript) is similar to E. bellula, but differs 
in its larger size for the same mmiber of volutions, thicker septa, and 
higher septal count in the outer volutions.
Eoparafusulina regularis Skinner and Wilde (1965) E. certa from 
the McCloud Limestone of northern California are very similar in shape 
to the type species, but differ in having a larger form ratio and thinner 
walls. E. proba Skinner and Wilde (1965) is also very similar in shape, 
but has a larger average size and smaller form ratio. E. alta Skinner and 
Wilde (1965) is similar in form and size, but differs in having thinner 
walls and narrower tionnel widths.
Occurrence:— Specimens were very abundant from the middle of Section 
II in samples II-8(l) and 11-8(2), and possibly from II-5; collections were 
also obtained from near the base of Section III in sample 111-2(2), and 
from 111-5(2) UOO feet high in the section.
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Eoparafusulina sp. A, n. sp. Thomas (manuscript)
PI. 1, fig. 22-26.
Material studied:— Six specimens from, sample IV-1.
Description:— Shells are small, cylindrical, and with blimtly 
pointed poles which are more sharply pointed in the inner volutions.
Four mature specimens have 5 to 6 volutions. Half lengths are approxi­
mately 2.TO mm and the radius vectors range from 1.19 to 1.20 mm in the 
5th volution. Lateral slopes are gently convex.
Spirotheca consists of tectum and moderately coarse keriotheca, 
and measures lOO^o-in thickness in the 5th volution. Septa are strongly 
and regularly folded throughout the entire shell; they number 8 in the 
1st whorl, 11 in the 2nd, 13 in the 3rd, 16 in the kth, and 20 in the 5th.
Septal folds are about half the chamber heights. Low cviniculi are devel­
oped in the outer whorls and can be seen in the tangential section (Pl. 1,
fig. 25).
Proloculi are small with outer diameters of Tunnels are narrow
and fairly high with txinnel widths ranging from 0.35 to O.itO mm in the 5th 
volution.
Discussion:— Eoparafusulina sp. A is very similar to E. concisa 
Skinner and Wilde (1966) and E. bellula Skinner and Wilde (1966) from 
their Quinn River Crossing section in form and shape, but differs in being 
about twice as large for the same number of volutions and having more and 
thicker septa in the outer volutions.
The large size of Eoparafusulina sp. A distinguishes it from most 
of the species of the same genus described from the McCloud Limestone of 
northeni Califomia. E. parva Skinner and Wilde (1965) is similar in shape, 
septal thickness, and regularity of septaJL folding, but differs in being
- 1
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smaller, having fewer septa per volution in the outer volutions, and shorter 
septa. E_. proba Skinner and Wilde (1965) is very similar in size and shape, 
but has an additional volution, lower and more irregularly folded septa, 
and thinner walls.
Occurrence:— All specimens were collected from the base of Section 
IV in sample IV-1.
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Genus SCHWAGERINA von Holler, 18T7
Schvagerina, sp. A,n. sp. Thomas (manuscript)
PI. 2, fig. 1-3.
Material studied:— Four specimens from sample 11-3(3).
Description:— Shells are small and from the fragment of axial sec­
tion (Pl. 2, fig. l), it is apparent shells may be fusiform. Mature forms 
may have 5 volutions with radius vectors ranging from 0.65 to 0.85 nim.
The spirotheca consists of tectinn and moderately coarse keriotheca. 
Wall thickness ranges from 80 to 85yU. in the 1th volution. Septa are fairly 
regularly and strongly folded and reach about two-thirds the chamber heights. 
Septal coxints are ll septa in the 1st whorl, l8 in the 2nd, 20 in the 3rd, 
and 29 in the 1th. Septal folds reach the top of the septa.
Proloculi are fairly small with outside diameters from 230 to 26C^. 
Tunnels are nanrrow and about one-half the height of the chambers. Txinnel 
width is approximately 0.30 mm. Chomata are weak and apparent only on the 
proloculus.
Discussion:— Without a complete axial section it is difficult to 
do an adequate comparison with other species of the same genus. Schwagerina 
sp. A differs from any species of Schwagerina described by Skinner and Wilde 
(1966) from their Quinn River section in its smaller size, tighter coil­
ing and axial filling.
It is also unlike any of the specimens described in this report with 
the exception of Schwagerina sp. B Thomas (manuscript). It is similar in 
form and size, but has tighter coiling, more regxilarly folded septa, and 
smaller proloculus.
OccurrenceA very snorse ppr.’ilatiah of specimens vac found l^tO feet
up from the base of Section II in sample 11-3(3).
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Schvapierina sp. B,n. sp. Thomas (manuscript)
PI. 2, fig. U-6.
Material studied:— Tvo specimens from sample II-T and one from 
sample II-10(2).
Description:— Shells are small and fusiform with little change in 
shape with additional volutions. Poles are blunt in the outer volutions 
and more sharply pointed in the inner volutions. One well oriented speci­
men (Pl. 2, fig. has 6 volutions and a half length of 2.57 nm and a 
j*adius vector of 0.69 in the 6th volution. Lateral slopes are gently 
convex but slightly concave above the txmnels in the outer two volutions.
Spirotheca consists of tectum and coarse alveolar keriotheca, and 
is 70 to 80^thick in the 5th volution, Keriotheca has 4 to 5 alveoli 
per 0.1 mm in the 5th volution. Septa are regularly and strongly folded 
from pole to pole. Well oriented saggital sections are not available to 
obtain a septal count. Septal folds almost reach the full height of the 
chambers.
Proloculi are small and have outside diameters from 100 to 110/^. 
Tunnels are narrow with tunnel widths of 0.U5 mm in the 6th volution. 
Chomata are low and present only on the proloculus.
Discussion:— The very small size, elongation, regular septal fold­
ing, and tight coiling distinguishes Schwagerina sp. B from most species 
of the genus described from the Quinn River Crossing section either by 
Skinner and Wilde (1966) or in this report. Schwagerina sp. A Thomas 
(manuscript) is similar only in size and shape.
Schwagerina lawdoni Skinner and Wilde (19^5) from the McCloud Lime­
stone is the only species described from northern California with similar 
characteristics; it has a similar form, tight coiling, regularly and
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strongly folded septa, similar half length and radius vector in the 5th 
volution, and similar tunnel width. It differs in having more volutions 
in mature specimens, larger proloculus, and heavier secondary deposits.
Schvagerina emaciata (Beede) Dunbar and Skinner (1937) from the 
Neal Ranch Formation in the Glass Mountains of Texas (Ross, 1963) is similar 
in size, tight coiling, and proloculus diameter, but has fewer and thinner 
septa, more irregular septal folding, and irregular lateral slope surfaces. 
S^. tersa Ross (1963) is similar, but is slightly larger, has fewer septa 
in the central portion of the shell, and more irregular in septal folding.
Occurrence:— Specimens were from the middle of Section II (sample 
II-7) and from the upper third of the same section (sample II-10(2)).
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Schvapierina sp. C, n. sp. Thomas (manuscript)
PI. 2, fig. 7-10.
Material studied:— Four specimens from sample IV-6(l).
Description:— Shells are moderately small, central portions are 
thickly cylindrical, and poles are conical and hltmtly pointed. Three 
measured adult specimens have t to h^/2. volutions with half lengths rang­
ing from 1.10 to 1.35 mm in the 4th volution. Lateral slopes are convex.
Spirotheca consists of tectum and coarse alveolar keriotheca with 
3 to 4 alveoli per 0.1 mm in the 3rd volution. Spirotheca in the 3rd 
volution is from 0.75 to 0.85/athick. Septa are regularly and strongly 
folded from pole to pole and are about two-thirds the full height of the 
two outer chambers. Septal counts are 11 in the 1st whorl, 17 in the 2nd, 
24 in the 3rd, and 27 in the 4th. Septal folds are high, reaching tops 
of septa. Axieil filling is massive, occupying over half the volme 
of the shell on the poleward side of the tvinnel.
Proloculi are large with outside diameters from 470 to 52C^. Tunnels 
are low and moderate in width, having txmnel widths ranging from 0.85 to 
1.10 mm in the 4th volution. Chomata are low and present only on the pro­
loculus .
Discussion:— Schwagerina sp. C differs from any previously described 
species from the Quinn River Crossing section either by Skinner and Wilde 
(1966) or in this report by its cylindrical shape, smaller size, fewer 
volutions, and extensive axial filling. Schwagerina sp. D Thomas (manu­
script) is more elongate, has more •''■olutions, a larger proloculus, higher 
septal count, and less extensive axial filling.
Schwagerina amoena Skinner and Wilde (1965) described from the Mc­
Cloud Limestone of northern California is similar in shape, septal folding.
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nmber of septa per whorl, and extent in axial filling, but differs mark­
edly in its larger size, more volutions, and smaller prolociilus. S_. exi- 
mia Skinner and Wilde (1965) is considerably larger, has a wider tunnel, 
smaller prolocxilus, and thicker spirotheca.
Schwagerina dugoutensis Ross (1963) from the base of the Leonard 
Formation in the Glass Mountains of Texas is similar in form, intensity and 
reg^llarity of septal folding, and extent of axial filling, but differs in 
being larger with more volutions and having a smaller proloculus.
Occurrence:— Specimens were foimd in the middle of Section IV 
together with Schwagerina sp. D and Parafusulina sp. A Thomas (manuscript) 
in sample IV-6(l).
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Sphvagerina sp. D, n. sp. Thomas (manuscript)
PI. 2, fig. 11-15.
Material studied:— Six specimens from sample III-8, one from sample 
IV-6(l), and five from sample IV-6(2).
Description:— Shells are moderate in size, fusiform, and have sharply- 
pointed poles in the 5th volution. Inner volutions "become more elliptical 
vith more sharply pointed poles. Six measured mature specimens have 5 to 
6 volutions -with half lengths ranging from U.IO to U.60 mm and radius 
vectors ranging from I.65 to I.80 mm in the 5th volution. Lateral slopes 
of the 5th volutions are gently convex whereas the inner slopes are more 
steeply convex toward the poles.
Spirotheca consists of tectum and coarse alveolar keriotheca which 
in the Uth volution has 5 alveoli per 0.1 mm. Spirotheca is thin with a 
thickness ranging from 55 to 65^in the 5th volution. Septa are strongly 
and regularly folded and nearly reach the full height of the chambers. 
Septal counts are lJ+ to 15 septa in the 1st whorl, 23 to 25 in the 2nd,
29 in the 3rd, 29 in the Uth, and about 35 in the 5th. Septal folds reach 
about half the height of the septa. Axial filling in fairly massive, par­
ticularly along the axis and adjacent to the tunnels.
Proloculi are lajrge with outside diameters from 5U0 to 58O/4.
Tunnels are low and narrow: tunnel widths range from O.65 to 0.95 mm in the 
Uth volution. Chomata are thin, low, and inconspicuous, and present only 
on the proloculus.
Discussion:—— Schwagerina sp. D differs from other species of 
Schwagerina previously described by Skinner and Wilde (1966) from their 
Quinn River Crossing section because of its tight coiling, regularity of 
folding, and axial filling. It similarly differs from other species of
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the same genus described in this report with the exception of Schvagerina 
sp. C Thomas (manuscript). Schvagerina sp. C is similar in shape and 
presence of axial filling, but is smaller'in size with fewer volutions, 
less elongate, has a smaller proloculus, and lower septal count.
Schwagerins sp. D differs markedly from specimens of the same genus 
described from the McCloud Limestone of northern California having only 
remote similarities with S_. amoena Skinner and Wilde (19^5) and S^. eximia 
Skinner and Wilde (1965) which roughly have the same form, regularity of 
strongly folded septa, and axial filling. S^. amoena and eximia are 
much larger, more tightly coiled, have more volutions, and larger proloculus 
Schwagerina densa Skinner and Wilde (1966) described from northeastern 
Washington is similar to Schwagerina sp. D in form. The latter differs in 
being larger with additional volutions and more tightly coiled.
Schwagerina dugoutensis Ross (1963) described from the Leonard For­
mation of the Glass Moiintains area in Texas is similar to Schwagerina sp.
D in form and axial filling. It differs from the latter by its larger 
size, tighter coiling, sind larger proloculus.
Occurrence:— This species occurs in the upper third of Section III 
(sample III-8), middle of Section IV in samples IV-6(l) and IV-6(2), and 
possibly in the upper third of that section in sample IV-11.
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SchvaKerina sp. E, n. sp. Thomas (manuscript)
PI. 2, fig. 16-18. ■ •
Material studied:— Twenty specimens from sample IV-11.
Description:— Shells are moderately small and fusiform with no 
apparent change in form from the inner volutions outward. Four measured 
mature specimens have from 5 to 5^/2 volutions with measured dimensions of 
about 3.90 to I4.OO mm for half lengths and 1.10 to l.I+O mm for radius vec­
tors in the 5th volution. Lateral slopes are irregiilar and moderately 
convex.
Spirotheca consists of tectum and coarse alveolar keriotheca which 
has It to 5 alveoli per 0.1 mm in the Uth volution. Wall thickness ranges 
from 110 to 150yM,in the 5th volution. Phrenothecae are present. Septa 
are strongly and regularly fluted from pole to pole, particularly in the 
first four volutions but more irregular and restricted to the polar region 
in the 5th volution. Septal counts are 12 septa in the 1st whorl, I8 to 
20 in the 2nd, 21 in the 3rd, and 30 in the kth. Septa range in height 
from one-half to full chamber height. Septal folds reach the top of the 
septa.
Prolocxxli are moderately small with outside diameters from 250 to 
300^. Tunnels are fairly low and narrow. Tvinnel widths range from 1.15 
to 1.60 mm in the 5th volution. Low and narrow chomata are present only 
on the proloculus.
Discussion:— Schwagerina sp. E is very similar to £. munda Skinner 
and Wilde (1966) from near the top of their Quinn River Crossing section. 
Their specimens are similar in form, approximate size, lateral slopes, 
septal count, wall thickness, and proloculus size, but differ in having 
an additional volution, tighter coiling, and more regularly folded septa.
TO
The relatively smooth lateral slopes, thick vails, and regularly
folded septa distinguish the specimens studied in this report from those 
described by Skinner and Wilde (1965) from the McCloud Limestone of north­
ern California. Schvagerina spicata Skinner and Wilde (1965) is similar 
in form, number of volutions, and septal count, but differs in being 
larger, having thinner walls, tighter coiling, and smaller proloculus.
S^. biconica Skinner and Wilde (1965) is larger, has thinner vails, and 
axial filling, but is similar in form, intensity of septal folding, and 
size of the proloculus.
Schvagerina tersa Ross (1963) described from the Leonard Formation 
of the Glass Mountains of Texas is similar in form, number of volutions, 
and size. It differs in being more tightly coiled, and having thinner 
wails.
Pseudofusulina nelsoni nelsoni (Dunbar and Skinner, 1937) is very 
similar to Schvagerina sp. E in form, wall thickness, change in chamber 
height from juvenariun outward, intensity of septal folding, and number 
of volutions, but is much larger in size.
Occurrence:— Specimens were very common near the top of Section IV 
(sample IV-U).
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Genus PARASCH17AGERINA Dunbar and Skinner, 1936
Paraschvagerina sp. A, n. sp. Thomas (manuscript)
PI. 2, fig. 19-21.
Material studied:— Two specimens from sample II-lO(l) and one from 
sample II-10(2).
Description:— Shells are moderate in size, fusiform, and have bluntly 
pointed poles. Lateral slopes of the outer volutions are slightly convex 
to concave above the tunnels whereas the slopes of the inner volutions are 
more apparently convex. From the measurement of one well oriented section 
(Pl. 2, fig. 19) "the mature specimens have at.least 5 volutions with half 
lengths of at least 2.75 mm and radius vectors of O.8O mm at the Uth volu­
tion.
Spirotheca consists of tectum and coarse alveolar keriotheca which 
has it alveoli per 0.1 mm at the 5th volution. Wall thickness in the i+th 
volution ranges from 95 to 10^. Septa are regularly and strongly folded 
with the majority of the folding in the lower half of each of the chambers. 
Septal counts are 12 to lU septa in the 1st whorl, IT to I8 in the 2nd, and 
21 to 2h in the 3rd. Septal folds reach the tops of the septa. There is 
some axial filling along the axis.
Proloculi are small having outside diameters from 210 to 259W-*
Tunnels have been damaged by breakage through the center of the one axial 
section. Chomata appear low and narrow and present only on the proloculus.
Discussion:— The small size and slender dimensions distinguish 
Paraschwagerina sp. A from previously described species of the same genus 
in the Quinn River Crossing section either by Skinner and Wilde or by this 
report and the McCloud Limestone section in northern California. P. solita
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(Skinner and Wilde, 19^6)from the Quinn River section is similar in half 
length, tightness of coiling, septal count, and proloculus size, hut dif­
fers hy having greater irregiHarity in septal folding, lack of axial fil­
ling along the axis eind gentle convex slopes which account for the greater 
radius vectors.
Occurrence:— Specimens were from the upper half of Section II in 
samples II-lO(l), II-10(2), and possibly from II-10(3).
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Paraschvagerina sp. B, n. sp. (manuscript) 
PI. 2-3, fig. 23, 1-2.
Material studied:— Four specimens from samples III-l+(3).
Description:— Shells are large, fusiform, and have bluntly pointed 
poles. Lateral slopes are irregular on the stirface and convex in all 
volutions. One section analyzed (Pl. 2, fig. 23) has 3 volutions and 
may be a mature specimen. Half lengths range from U.30 to U.62 ram and 
radius vectors range from 1.^1 to 1.51 si't the 3rd volution. Chamber 
height expands very rapidly with additional volutions.
Spirotheca consists of tectum and coarse alveolar keriotheca which 
has It alveoli per 0.1 mm in the 3rd volution. Septa are strongly fluted, 
especially in the lower portion of the chambers. Fluting is more in­
tense towards the poles. No axial section is available to make a septal 
count.
Prolocvili are moderate in size having outside diameters from 280 to 
320/£. Tionnels are broad and low. Chomata are low and narrow and present 
only on the proloculus.
Discussion:— The rapid increase in chamber height from juvenarium 
and lack of closely spiraled volutions around the proloculus distinguish 
Paraschwagerina sp. B from any species described by Skinner and V7ilde 
(1966) and in this report from the Quinn River Crossing section and from 
the McCloud Limestone (Skinner and Wilde, 19^5) of northern California.
Occurrence:— Species were found in Section III 3^5 fset above the 
base in sample III-i+(3).
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Paraschvagerina sp. C, n.sp. Thomas (manuscript) c
PI. 3-h, fig. 6-9, 1. .
Material studied:— Five specimens from sample III-U(l) and eight from 
sample III-l+(2).
Description:— Shells are large, fusiform, and have bluntly pointed 
poles. Lateral slopes are convex and slightly concave toward the poles in 
the Uth volution. Four mature specimens measured have from U to U^/2 volu­
tions with half lengths rsinging from at least 3.00 to 3-50 mm and radius 
vectors ranging from 1.80 to 1.90 mm in the ^*th volution.
Spirotheca consists of tectum and coarse alveolar keriotheca with U 
alveoli per 0.1 mm in the 3rd volution. Phrenothecae are conspicuous and 
well developed. Septa are strongly folded and somewhat irregular reaching 
about two-thirds the height of the chambers. Septal counts are 13 septa 
in the 1st whorl, 21 in the 2nd, and 30 in the 3rd. Septal folds almost 
reach the top of the septa.
Proloc\ili are moderately large with outside diam.eters from 250 to 
310yu. Tvinnels are low and somewhat narrow with tunnel widths of about 
0.65 mm in the Uth volution. Chomata are very low and narrow and present 
only on the proloculus.
Discussion:— Paraschwagerina sp. C is very similar and may be con- 
specific with specimens of pulchra (Skinner and Wilde, 19^5) which were 
first described from near the base of the middle third of the McCloud Lime­
stone, Zone G, from northern California in all descriptive criteria ex­
cept chat the California specimens may have as many as two more volutions 
and slightly larger half lengths and radius vectors. tumentis (Skinner
and Wilde, 19^5) also from the McCloud Limestone is similar to Paraschwage- 
rina sp. C but has a more globular form, larger number of.volutions in
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ad\ilt specimens, and more tightly coiled Juvenarium. P. inflata (Skinner 
and Wilde, 1965) is very similar in descriptive criteria except for its 
larger size for the same number of volutions.
Paraschvagerina decora (Skinner and Wilde, I966) and P^. globular!s 
(Skinner and Wilde, I966) both described from the Quinn River Crossing 
section have more regularly folded septa and considerably fever septa 
per vhorl than Paraschvagerina sp. C. P. globularis is also smaller in 
size and more globular in form. P. eximia (Skinner and Wilde, I966) is 
larger in size vith more volutions, has a much thinner spirotheca, and 
lover septal count.
Paraschvagerina described from the Lenox Hills Formation in the 
Glass Mountains of Texas (Ross, I963) such as Paraschvagerina dispansa 
(Ross, 1963) and P. nelsoni (Dunbar and Skinner, 1937) are more elongate 
fusiform, more tightly coiled at juvenarium, and have smaller proloculi.
Occurrence:— In the Quinn River Crossing section this species 
appears in Section III 195 feet above the base in sample III-ii(l) and 
275 feet above the base in sample 111-4(2).
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Paraschvagerina ampla (Skinner and Wilde) 
PI. 3, fig. 3-6.
Chailaroschvagerina ampla Skinner and Wilde, I966, Univ. Kansas
Paleont. Contrib., paper 4, p. 9» pl* T-8, fig. 1-^, 1.
?Chalaroschvagerina tamentis Skinner and Wilde, I965, Univ. Kansas
Paleont. Contrib., Art. 6, p. 72, pl. 57, fig. 1-5.
Material studied:— Seven specimens from sample IV-12(2).
Description:— Shells are large, inflated, fusiform to subglobular 
with bliintly pointed poles. Lateral slopes are convex and slightly con­
cave towards the poles in the outer volutions. Three measured mature 
specimens have 5 to 6 volutions and half lengths of at least It. 10 mm and 
radius vectors ranging from 2.30 to 2.80 mm in the 5bh volution.
Spirotheca consists of tectum and coarse alveolar keriotheca with 
3^/2 to it alveoli per 0.1 mm in the 5th volution. The wall is very thick 
in the outer volutions ranging from 110 to 210yit.in the 5th volution. 
Phrenothecae are well developed. Septa are strongly folded and irregu­
larly fluted throughout the entire shell. Septal counts are 13 septa 
in the 1st whorl, 22 in the 2nd, 28 in the 3rd, 32 in the. Uth, and about 
1+2 in the 5th. Septal folds are high and often reach the top of the 
septa.
Proloculi are large and have outside diameters from 1+30 to 5l+0^. 
Timnels are low and narrow with tvinnel widths of about 0.95 in "the 5th 
volution. Chomata are low, thin, and present only on the proloculus.
Discussion:— Paraschvagerina ampla was described by Skinner and 
Wilde (1966) from about 1500 feet above the base of their Quinn River 
Crossing section as belonging to the genus Chalaroschwagerina. ihe rapid
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increase in chamber height from juvenarium outward indicates that this 
species belongs to the genus Paraschvagerina. Skinner and Wilde's speci­
mens are slightly larger with one additional volution, but resemble the 
specimens studied in this report so closely in every other respect that 
no species separation seems justified. This species is very similar to 
P. tumentis (Skinner and Wilde, 19^5) described from the McCloud Lime­
stone of northern California and may be conspecific. Except for a higher 
septal count in the outer volutions, possibly an additional volution in 
adxilt specimens, and the presence of axial filling, P. tiimentis shares 
identical characteristics. P. pulchra (Skinner and Wilde, 1965) is less 
globulur and smaller than P. ampla. P. inflata (Skinner and Wilde, 1965) 
is less globulur and much larger for the same number of volutions. Both 
p. pulchra and P. inflata have fewer septa across the middle of the shell.
Occurrence:— The specimens were fotmd near the top of Section IV 
in sample IV-12(2).
T8
Paraschvagerina decora (Skinner and Wilde)
PI. It, fig. 2-7. ' ■
Chalaroschvagerina decora Skinner and Wilde, 1966, Univ. Kansas
Paleont. Contrib., paper U, p. 8-9, pi. 5-6, fig. 8-10, 1-2.
Material studied:— Four specinens from sample Il-lt(l), sixteen 
from sample II-U(2), and one from sample 111-2(2).
Description:— Shells are large and inflated fusiform with bluntly 
pointed poles. Lateral slopes are convex for the first four volutions 
and become conspicuously concave toward the poles in the 5th volution.
Six measured mature specimens have 4^/2 to 5 volutions with half lengths 
ranging from 2.10 to 2.4o mm and radius vectors ranging from 1.39 to 
1.50 mm in the 4th volution.
Spirotheca consists of tectum and coarse alveolar keriotheca in 
which the alveoli range from 4 to 5 per 0.1 mm in number in the 4th volu­
tion. Thickness of the spirotheca ranges from 95 to in the 4th
yolution. Phrenothecae are well developed and conspicuous. Septa are 
g-^rongly and regularly folded throughout the entire shell. Septal counts 
are 10 to 12 septa in the 1st whorl, 15 to 16 in the 2nd, and 19 to 21 
in the 3rd. Septal folds eOmost reach the top of the septa.
Proloculi are moderate in size and range in outside diameters from 
290 to 390^. Tunnels eire low and fairly narrow with tunnel widths rang­
ing from 0.75 to 1.00 mm in the 4th volution. Chomata are low and narrow 
and visible only on the prolocilLus.
Discussion:— Paraschwagerina decora was first described by Skinner 
and Wilde (I966) from near the base of their Quinn River Crossing section 
as belonging to the genus Chalaroschwagerina. The very rapid increase in
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chamber height from the juvenariimi outward suggests that it belongs to 
the genus Paraschwagerina. Although the specimens measured in this 
report lack one-half to one and one-half volutions compared to Skinner 
and Wilde's Quinn River Crossing collection, they resemble the latter so 
closely in every other respect that there is no justification in making 
a species separation. P. globularis (Skinner and Wilde, 1966) is similar 
in all descriptive criteria except for one or two fever volutions and a 
smaller form ratio. Since they occxir together in the samples of 
Skinner and VJilde, P. globxilaris may be an immature form of P. decora.
P^. formosa (Skinner and Wilde, 1966) is smaller, not subglobular, and 
has a smaller proloculus. ampla (Skinner and Wilde, I966) is similar 
in form, but is much larger with several additional volutions, has a 
larger proloctilus, and has a higher septal count. P. eximia (Skinner 
and Wilde, I966) is similar in size, but has a smaller proloculus and 
less globular juvenarium.
Paraschvagerina decora is easily distinguished from species des­
cribed from the McCloud Limestone in northern California. P. obesa 
(Skinner and Wilde, I965) is similar in size, form, and relative height 
of septal folds, but lacks phrenothecae and has a smaller proloculus.
P. inflate (Skinner and Wilde, I965) is similar in form, but is larger, 
has more septa in the outer volutions, and more irregularly folded septa.
Paraschvagerina nelsoni (Dunbar and Skinner, 1937) described from 
the Lenox Hills Formation in the Glass Mountains of Texas (Ross, I963) 
is similar in form and high septal folding. It differs from P. decora 
by its smaller size for the same number of volutions, smaller proloculus, 
and more tightly coiled juvenarium.
Occurrence:— Specimens were collected from 195 feet above the base 
in sample II—r(i) and £20 feet above the base in sample II-4(£) from
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Section II and from near the base of Section III in sample 111-2(2).
Genus PARAFUSULINA Dunbar and Skinner, 1931
Parafusulina sp. A, n. sp. Thomas (manuscript)
PI. U, fig.' 8-11.
Material studied:— Eight specimens from, sample IV-6(l) and six 
from sample IV-6(2).
Description:— Shells are large, elongate cylindrical, and vith 
blTintly pointed poles. Lateral slopes are either slightly convex or 
straight across the middle of the shells. Six measured mature speci­
mens have 6 to 7 volutions vith half lengths ranging from ^+.75 to 6.75 
mm £ind radius vectors ranging from 1.35 to 1.50 mm in the 6th volution.
Spirotheca consists of tectimi and coarse alveolar keriotheca vith 
U to 5 alveoli per 0.1 mm in the 6th volution. Wall thickness in the 
6th volution ranges from 75 to 95/“- Septa are regularly and strongly 
folded throughout the entire shell and are about one-third the height of 
the chanibers across the middle of the shell but often reach the top of 
the chambers tovard the poles. Septal counts are 13 septa in the 1st 
vhorl, 20 to 22 in the 2nd, 2h to 26 in the 3rd, 25 to 32 in the itth, 
and 1+3 in the 5th. Septal folds reach the tops of the septa. Cuniculi 
are poorly developed.
Proloculi are moderately large vith outside diameters from 330 to 
Tunnels are vide and high, reaching tvo-thirds the height of the 
chambers. Tunnel vidths range from 1.30 to 2.00 mm in the 6th volution. 
Chomata are lov, narrov, and present only on the proloculus.
Discussion:— The genus Parafusulina has not previously been des­
cribed by Skinner and Wilde (1966) from their fusulinid collections from
the Guinn niver Crcnninn cnnni cuC’han ci en men;,i:ren hv V/n-c'jii \1
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as occurring in his samples. Parafusulina sp. A differs from Pajrafusulina 
sp. B Thomas (manuscript) by its more pointed poles, thinner walls, and 
higher tunnels, but is similar in form, size, and volution and septal count. 
Parafusulina sp. C Thomas (manuscript) is more fusiform, smaller in size, and 
has a smaller proloculus.
Parafusulina lavdoni Skinner and Wilde (1966) described from the 
Black Mountains area in northwestern Washington is similar in shape. It 
differs from Parafusulina sp. A by its larger form ratio, thicker walls, and 
much larger proloculus.
Parafusulina sp. A shows no close similarities with species of the 
same genus described from the McCloud Limestone in northern California.
P. mccloudensis Skinner and Wilde (1965) is more cylindrical and has a 
much higher volution and septal count. P. virga Thompson and Wheeler 
(19U6), P. nosonensis Thompson and Wheeler (19^6), and P. klamathensis 
Skinner and Wilde (19^6) are larger, more elongate, fusiform, and have 
thinner walls. 1 -
Occ^Irrence:— Specimens were collected from samples IV-6(l) and 
IV-6(2) 5^5 and 575 feet respectively above the base of Section IV.
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Parafusulina sp. B, n. sp, Thomas (manuscript) =
PI. 5, fig.'1-9.
Material studied:— Three specimens from sample I-l8, thirteen 
from sample 1-19, and four from sample 10-A.
Description:— Shells are large, elongate cylindricsil, and with 
bluntly pointed poles. Lateral slopes are straight to slightly convex 
across the middle of the shell. Ten measured mature specimens have 6 to 
8 volutions and half lengths ranging from at least U.70 to 5.50 mm and 
radius vectors from 1.35 to 1.1+5 mm in the 6th volution.
Spirotheca consists of tectm and coarse alveolar keriotheca with 
to 5 alveoli per 0.1 mm in the 6th volution. Wall thickness ranges 
from 90 to UO/a in the 6th volution. Septa are strongly and regularly 
folded throughout the entire shell and are about one-third the chamber 
heights across the middle of the shell but reach the tops of the cham­
bers toward the poles. Septal counts are 11 to 12 septa in the 1st whorl, 
25 to 26 in the 2nd, 27 to 32 in the 3rd, and 33 to 36 in the 1+th. Septal 
folds nearly reach the tops of the septa. Cuniculi are present and poorly 
developed. Axial filling is slight along the axis.
Proloculi are moderate in size with outside diameters from 3U0 to 
390/c. Tunnels are broad and about one-half the chamber heights. Tunnel 
widths range from 1.20 to 1.50 mm in the 6th volution. Chomata are weak 
and present only on the proloculus.
Discussion:— Parafus+ilina sp. B differs from Parafusulina sp. A 
Thomas (manuscript) by its blunter poles, thicker walls, and lower tunnels, 
but is similar in form, size, and septal and volution count. Parafusulina 
sp. C Thomas (manuscript) is more elongate fusiform, has a coarser kerio­
theca, and lover septal count in the-outer whorls.
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Parafusulina lavdoni Skinner and Wilde (1966) described from the 
Black Mountains area of northwestern Washington is similar in its elongate 
cylindrical form and blunted poles. It differs from Parafusulina sp. B 
by its larger size for the same number of volutions, more intense septal 
folding across the middle of the shell, and larger proloculus.
Parafusulina mccloudensis Skinner and Wilde (I965) described from 
the McCloud Limestone of northern California is similar to Parafusulina 
sp. B in form, blunted poles, and proloculus diameter, but is much larger 
in size with additional volutions and more regularly folded septa which 
are of greater relative height across the middle of the shell. P. virga 
Thompson and Wheeler (1946), P. nosonensis Thompson and Wheeler (1946),
P. klamathensis Skinner and Wilde (1965), and P. potterensis Skinner and 
Wilde (1965) are similar in septal folding and bluntly pointed poles, 
but differ in having a considerably more elongate form.
Occurrence:— Specimens were foimd 230 feet above the base of Section 
I (sample I-I8) and very abundantly 24o feet above the base in the same 
section in sample I-I9. Several specimens were collected from the same 
zone in sample 10-A further to the south.
Parafusulina sp. C, n. sp. Thcmas (manuscript)
PI. 6, fig. 1-9-
Material studied:— Seventeen specimens from sample I-l8 and fifteen 
from sample 1-19-
Description:— Shells are large, elongate fusiform, and vith sharply- 
pointed poles, more sharply pointed in the inner volutions. Lateral slopes 
are gently convex to straight across the middle of the shells. Six measured 
mature specimens have 5 to 6 volutions with half lengths ranging from 4.50 
to 5.20 mm and radius vectors ranging from 1.10 to 1.30 mm in the 5th volu­
tion.
Spirotheca consists of tectum and coarse alveolar keriotheca which 
has 3 to 4 alveoli per 0.1 mm in the 4th volution. Wall thickness ranges 
from 70 to lOOyu in the 5th volution. Septa are strongly and regularly 
folded throughout the entire shell and often reach the tops of the chambers. 
Septal counts are 12 to 13 septa in the 1st whorl, 17 to 20 in the 2nd, 25 to 
30 in the 3rd, and 23 in the 4th. Septal folds reach the tops of the septa. 
CunicTili are present and well developed.
Proloculi are moderate in size with outside diameters from 280 to 
350/*. Tunnels are broad and reach about half the heights of the chambers. 
Tunnel widths range from 1.40 to 1.55 inm in the 5th volution. Chomata are 
absent.
Discussion:— Parafusulina sp. C differs from Parafusulina sp. A 
Thomas (manuscript) and Parafusulina sp. B Thomas (manuscript) by its 
very elongate fusiform shape, sharply pointed poles, fewer volutions, 
and relatively higher septa across the middle of the shell.
Parafusulina sp. C is similar to P. virga Thompson and Wheeler 
(1946) and nosonensis Thompson and Wheeler (1946) in its elongate
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fusiform shape and pointed poles, but differs by having fever septal 
folds across the middle of the shell and smaller proloculus. P. klama- 
thensis Skinner and Wilde (1965) and P. potterensis Skinner and Wilde 
(1965) are similar in shape, but are much more elongate and have lover 
septal folds across the middle of the shell.
Occurrence:— Specimens vere found vith Parafusulina sp. B 230 and 
2U0 feet above the base of Section I in samples I-I8 and 1-19.
8T
Fig. 19 Measured stratigraphic sections shoving occurrence of 
fusulinid species; dark line represents Wolfcampian- 
Leonardian time hotindary.
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Conclusion
The lack of structural, lithological, and faunal continuity of the 
Quinn River Crossing section with exposures in the immediate vicinity 
suggests that it is not part of any previously described formation.
Thrust faulting has separated it from its original geographic and geolo­
gic position and may be responsible for making it the only representative 
of a limestone sequence at this point in geologic time uncovered by ero­
sion. Because it was not possible to find strong correlations between 
this limestone sequence and any other previously described formation in 
the area, a new formation name, the name Bilk Limestone is proposed to 
represent the limestone sequence. At the generic level the Bilk Lime­
stone is somewhat similar in fusulinid content to that of the McCloud 
Limestone of northern California (Skinner and Wilde, I965). All of the 
genera foimd in the Bilk Limestone have been described from the northern 
California section, but the latter contains several more genera (Cunicu- 
linella, Thompsonella, and Klamathina) not identified from the Bilk 
Limestone. The only species fo\ind to be identical in both sections is 
Pseudofusulinella rotunda Skinner and Wilde (1965) originally described 
from a middle Wolfcampian zone of the McCloud Limestone.
Incomplete sampling of the Quinn River Crossing limestone sequence 
is responsible for the different age determinations by Willden (196H) 
and by Skinner and Wilde {1965). Willden sampled only the southernmost 
end of the Bilk Limestone exposure and the identification of several 
Parafusulina suggested an early Guadalupian age. These identifications 
correspond to samples I-I8 and 1-19 described in this report. Skinner 
and Wilde sampled the entire section with exception of the southernmost 
end. They concluded from their fusulinid identifications, which did not
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include any Parafusulina that the limestone sequence ranged in age from 
middle to late Wolfcampian.
On the basis of fusulinid identifications the Bilk Limestone ranges 
in age from middle lower Wolfcampian to middle Leonardian. Fusulinid 
generic associations described from the base of Section II at the north 
end of the limestone exposure suggest an early (?) to late Wolfcampian 
age (fig. 2l). This was concluded from the association of Eoparafuau- 
lina-Pseudofusulinella and Paraschwagerina-Pseudofusulinella and the 
common occurrence of Eoparafusulina which ranges in age from middle to 
late Wolfcampian (fig. 20). Eoparafusulina associated with Paraschwage- 
rina and Pseudofusulinella are found only in the lower portion of the 
second measured section (Section III) from the northern end of the lime­
stone exposure. This restricted occurrence in addition to the Pseudo- 
fusulinella-Schwagerina association found in the upper portion of that 
section suggests an early (?) Leonardian (fig. 21). The occurrence of 
Eoparafusulina in association with higher forms of Pseudofusulinella 
in the lower portion of the third measured section (Section IV) and 
the first appearance of primitive Parafustilina near the middle of the
section suggest an age range from middle late Wolfcampian to early 
Leonardian (fig. 2l). The upper portion is late Wolfcampian or early 
Leonardian in age as shown by the common occurrence of Paraschwagerina.
This part of the section may be late Wolfcampian and thus older than the 
lower part of the section. Fault displacement of the upper part of the 
succession along a fracture zone almost parallel to the strike of the 
limestone was observed to the south at sample locality IV-7 but the 
field evidence is not conclusive. Paraschwagerina have been identified 
from the early Leonardian parts of the Japanese Permian sections (Ross, 
communication) and thus the upper porticn of the Silk Limestone in Section I
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may be early Leonardian in age. The lower portion of the southernmost 
measured section includes two species of primitive Parafusulina which 
indicate a middle Leonardian age (fig. 2l). . No fusulinids were foiind 
in the upper part of the section.
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Fig. 20 Stratigraphic ranges of more common fusulinid genera.
(After Skinner and Wilde, 1965)
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Fig. 21 Time ranges of stratigraphic sections measured in this report.
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Explanation of Plate 1
All figures XIO
/
Figs. 1-^—Pseudofusulinella rotunda Skinner and Wilde; 1, axial section, 
sample II-7, PF 100; 2, axial section, sample IV-12(2), PF 101; 3, 
axial section, sample IV-10, PF 102; ^+-5, sagittal sections, sample 
IV-10, PF 103 & lOit.
Figs. 6-11—Pseudofusulinella .jeffordsi Skinner and Wilde; 6-7, axial
sections, sample 111—2(2), PF 105 & 106; 8, axial section, sample 
IV-5(2), PF 107; 9-10, sagittal sections, sample III-8, PF 108 &
109; 11, axial section, sample III-8, PF 110; 12, sagittal section, 
sample 111-2(2), PF 111.
Figs. 13-16—Pseudofusulinella pusilla Skinner and Wilde; 13, axial section, 
sample II-4(l), PF 112; ll;, axial section, sample 11-3(3), PF 113; 
15-16, sagittal sections, sample II-l+(l), PF lli+ & II5.
Figs. 17-21—Eoparafusulina bellula Skinner and Wilde; 17, axial section,
sample II-8(l), PF II6; I8, sagittal section, sample II-8(l), PF 117; 
19-21, axial sections, sample 11-8(2), PF II8, II9, & 120.
Figs. 22-26—Eoparafusulina sp. A Thomas (manuscript), n. sp. ; 22, 2l+,
sagittal sections, sample IV-10, PF 121 & 122; 23, 26, axial sections, 
sample IV-10, PF 123 &: 12h; 25, tangential section, sample IV-10,
PF 125.
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Explanation of Plate 2
All figures XIO
Figs. 1-3- -Schvagerina sp. A Thomas (manuscript), n. sp.; 1, axial
section, sample 11-3(3), PF 126; 2-3, sagittal sections, sample
II- 3(3), PF 127 & 128.
Figs. U-6—Schvagerina sp. B Thomas (manuscript), n. sp.; 4, axial
section, sample II-7, PF 129; 5j sagittal section, sample II-T»
PF 130; 6, axial section, sample 11-10(2), PF 131.
Figs. 7-10—Schvagerina sp. C Thomas (manuscript), n. sp.; 7-8, 10,
axial sections, sample IV-6(l), PF 132, 133, & 13^; 9, sagittal 
section, sample IV-6(l), PF 135-
Figs. 11-15—Schvagerina sp. D Thomas (manuscript), n. sp.; 11, axial
section, sample III-8, PF 136; 12-llt, axial sections, sample IV-6(2), 
PF 137 & 138; 15, sagittal section, sample III-8, PF 139-
Figs. 16-18—Schvagerina sp. E Thomas (manuscript), n. sp.; 16-I7,
axial sections, sample IV-11, PF l^tO & lUl; I8, sagittal section, 
sample IV-11, PF IU2.
Figs. 19-21—Paraschvagerina sp. A Thomas (manuscript), n. sp. ; 19, 
axial section, sample II-lO(l), PF l43; 20, sagittal section, 
sample II-lO(l), PF l^+U; 21, sagittal section, sample 11-10(3),
PF IU5.
Fig. 22—Paraschvagerina sn. B Thomas (manuscript), n. sp., sample
III- l+(3), axial section, PF IU6.
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Explanation of Plate 3
■ Figs
Figs
Figs
All figures XIO
1-2—Paraschvagerina sp. B Thomas (manuscript), n. sp.; 1, 
axial section, sample III-J+(3), PF 1^7; 2, sagittal section, 
sample III-J+(3), PF lJ+8.
3-6—Paraschvagerina ampla (Skinner and Wilde); 3-^, 6, axial 
sections, sample IV-12(2), PF 1^+9, 150, & 151; 5, sagittal sec­
tion, sample IV-12(2), PF 152.
7-9—Paraschvagerina sp. C Thomas (manuscript), n. sp.; 7-8, 
axial sections, sample III-E(l), PF 153 & 15^; 9, axial section, 
sample III-U(2), PF 155-
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Explanation of Plate 4
All figures XIO
Fig. 1—Paraschvagerina sp. C Thomas (manuscript), n. sp., sample 111-4(3), 
sagittal section, PF 156.
Figs. 2-7--Paraschvagerina decora (Skinner and Wilde); 2, axial section, 
sample 11-4(2), PF 157; 3, 6-7, sagittal sections, sample 11-4(2),
PF 158, 159, & l60; 4, axial section, sample II-4(l), PF l6l; 5, 
axial section, sample 111-2(2), PF l62.
Figs. 8-11—Parafusulina sp. A Thomas (manuscript), n. sp.; 8-9, 11, axial 
sections, sample IV-6(2), PF l6s, l64, & 165; 10, sagittal section, 
sample IV-6(2), PF l66.

Figs.
Explanation of Plate 5 '
* All fig\ires XIO
1 _Q__Parafus\iLina sp. B Thomas (manuscript), n. sp. ; 1, 1*, 6, 8,
axial sections, sample 1-19» FF 16T, l68, 169, & ITO; 2, axial 
section, sample I-I8, PF ITl; 3, 7, 9, sagittal sections, sample 
lOA, PF 172, 173, & 17^*; 5, sagittal section, sample 1-19, PF 175.

Explanation of Plate 6
All figures XIO
Figs. 1-9—Parafusulina sp. C Thomas (manuscript), n. sp.; 1, 6, 8-9,
axial sections, sample I-l8, PF 1T6, 177, 178 & 179; 2, tangential 
section, sample I-l8, PF l80; 3, sagittal section, sample I-l8, PF 
l8l; h, T, axial sections, sample 1-19, PF l83 & 18U; 5, sagittal 
section, sample 1-19, PF 182.
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